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Master Resell Rights INCLUDED The Dynamic Pricing Generator Just Changed The Rules For Online

Purchasing Through PayPal(TM) For Ever! Does this scenario sound familiar? You place an item for sale

at your online store. You write a really great description filled with all those powerful words to get people

to take action right now. You price your product just right and you add the PayPal "Pay Now" button. And

then... Nothing. Oh, a few sales trickle in, but you're light years away from turning a profit. So you tweak

your sales pitch and even offer a free bonus if people will just pay now. And then... You sell a few more.

And then... Your creditors start asking when they'll see some profits. The truth is, no one is in a hurry to

pay these days. And no matter what you do, your sales will remain a little flat ... kind of static. Well,

maybe your sales are static because your prices are static. If you want dynamic sales, then you need

dynamic pricing Let me ask you a simple question. If you knew that the price of something you intended

to buy would increase tomorrow, would you pay today? Of course you would. Why wait a day to pay

more? OK, one more question... If you knew that the price of something you intended to buy today would

increase in the next hour, would you pay right now? Silly question? Did you know that 2 of the
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respondents thought it was a trick question? The other 98 said YES! YES! YES! So that is dynamic

pricing. As time marches forward, the price of your product increases. What an incentive for someone to

Pay Now! And by using the Dynamic Pricing Generator(TM), you set the increment of the price increases

and the time intervals too. You have complete control over when and how much your prices increase. *

Do you want to turn your inventory quickly? Use dynamic pricing and watch your products fly out the door.

* Do you want to be paid right now? Use the Dynamic Pricing Generator along with the PayPal "Pay Now"

feature and start making DYNAMIC PROFITS today! So what exactly is the Dynamic Pricing

Generator(TM)? * It's a specially designed software that generates an encrypted code you insert into your

HTML pages where you want to display your dynamic price . * It works with PayPal. * You'll download the

genarator and you'll start creating your dynamic prices - as many dynamic prices you want! * You don't

need to have any special skills at all. It will take only a few minutes to start selling with your dynamic

prices and start making dynamic profits.
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